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From: Bahr, Tim
To: Yeargan, Mary; Boatwright, Kelley M.; Kennedy, Shannon; Knauss, Elizabeth
Cc: Walker, Kim (Waste); Perrigan, Glen; Fisch, Ben; Barrett, Zachary
Subject: FW: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-33HW29SWD
Date: Friday, June 15, 2018 9:20:35 AM
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Importance: High


Hi Mary et al,
 
The Division of Waste Management has concluded its review of the proposed actions for Universal Environmental
 Solutions, and concurs with the proposed enforcement response and initial penalty calculation.  Thanks to your staff
 for working with us on improvements to the documentation.
 
Thanks,
 
Tim J. Bahr, P.G., Assistant Director
Division of Waste Management
850-245-8790
 


From: Perrigan, Glen 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2018 8:32 AM
To: Bahr, Tim <Tim.Bahr@FloridaDEP.gov>; Walker, Kim (Waste) <Kim.Walker@FloridaDEP.gov>
Cc: Ashwood, Janet <Janet.Ashwood@dep.state.fl.us>; Fisch, Ben <Ben.Fisch@dep.state.fl.us>; Barrett, Zachary
 <Zachary.Barrett@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: FW: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-
33HW29SWD
Importance: High
 
Kim and Tim,
 
The PCAP program has conducted a peer review of the proposed actions for Universal Environmental Solutions -
 FLR000199802, and concurs with the proposed enforcement response and initial penalty calculation. Let me know if
 you have questions or comments. Thank you.
 
 


Glen Perrigan
Environmental Manager
Waste Compliance Assistance Program
2600 Blair Stone Road, MS4560
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
glen.perrigan@dep.state.fl.us
850-245-8749


 
 


From: Boatwright, Kelley M. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 3:23 PM
To: Perrigan, Glen <Glen.Perrigan@dep.state.fl.us>
Cc: Bahr, Tim <Tim.Bahr@FloridaDEP.gov>; Kennedy, Shannon <Shannon.Kennedy@dep.state.fl.us>; Knauss, Elizabeth
 <Elizabeth.Knauss@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: FW: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-
33HW29SWD
 
Hi Glen!  The peer review package is ready for review.  Thanks!
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                                                                  Florida Department of


Memorandum         			            Environmental Protection


—————————————————————


Peer Review Request


Universal Environmental Solutions, LLC (FLR000199802)


[bookmark: _GoBack]TO:	Tim J. Bahr, P.G., Program Administrator


	Permitting and Compliance Assistance Program


THROUGH:		Kelley Boatwright, Assistant Director


		Southwest District


		Shannon Kennedy, Environmental Manager


		Southwest District Compliance Assurance Program


FROM:	Elizabeth Knauss. Environmental Consultant


	Southwest District 


DATE:		June XX, 2018


SUBJECT:		Peer review request – Universal Environmental Solutions, LLC








We are requesting a peer review for the following case:





Company in noncompliance: 	Universal Environmental Solutions, LLC     





Location of facility in noncompliance:	1650 Hemlock St.


		Tampa, FL 33605


		Hillsborough County





Facility ID:		FLR000199802








Facts necessary to conclude a violation has occurred:





Universal Environmental Solutions, LLC (“UES”) was issued an after-the-fact used oil processing permit on April 7, 2015 after the Department’s first compliance inspection of the operation in August 2014.  Initially UES was registered as a transporter and transfer facility, and operated a Centralized Waste Treatment facility under a pretreatment permit issued by the City of Tampa’s Utilities Department.  The facility mainly treats wastes generated by barge and bilge cleaning activities at the Port of Tampa, but also accepts used oil and oily waste generated off site and waste from other transporters.  The August 2014 inspection found that facility activities required a used oil processing permit, and that used oil was being stored in containers without secondary containment or labeling.  The container labeling violation was also cited during the Department’s inspection on July 22, 2016.  Compliance assistance was offered after both inspections, and the facility returned to compliance.





During the Departments inspection on March 16 and 21, 2018, it was noted that the secondary containment area designated as the “Frac Tank Containment Area (Future)” in the permit application had been constructed and was being used for storing used oil.  This activity is not authorized under the existing permit conditions, and UES has not filed an application to modify the permit. In addition, an unlabeled frac tank outside the containment area was also storing used oil, without secondary containment.  





After the inspection, in an email submitted May 21, 2018, the company president admitted that the frac tanks within containment do not move, and they have been in use for holding used oil for more than 180 days.   This is a violation of Tanks Program regulations, as the frac tanks are not registered.  The Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Commission has been requested to evaluate the units for compliance with FAC Rule 62-762 tank construction standards, and additional violations may be cited after that inspection is performed.  However ensuring that the frac tanks are moved at least once every 180 days would exempt the tanks from registration and other Tanks Program requirements.





Specific regulations violated:





1. 40 CFR Part 279.54(c): Secondary Containment


Used oil was being stored in a 20,000-gallon capacity container (a frac tank) located outside of the secondary containment provided for the used oil processing system.





2. 40 CFR Part 279.54(f)(1): Container Labeling


The frac tank referenced above was not labeled “Used Oil.”





3. 62-710.800(3), F.A.C.: Failure to apply for a permit modification


[bookmark: _Hlk508621184]UES is operating under an after-the-fact used oil processing permit issued April 7, 2014 that does not authorize storage of used oil in containers (frac tanks) outside the permitted processing area.  UES had completed construction of a containment pad for four 20,000-gallon containers in an area designated for future construction in the facility permit.  UES did not apply for a permit modification prior to installing the new equipment, as required by General Condition 22 of the permit and this rule.  Two of the new units are mainly used for receiving oily waste water, while the other two hold mainly recovered oil.  The 10,000 tank within the containment area previously designated for storage of recovered oil had been converted to waste water storage but was still labeled “used oil.” 





4. 40 CFR Part 279.52(b)(4)(iii): Failure to update the facility contingency plan


The facility contingency plan was not updated to show the new used oil storage and processing units since the facility was modified.


[bookmark: _Hlk515444303]


5. [bookmark: _Hlk515444275]40 CFR Part 279.57(a)(2)(i): Failure to consistently record halogen screening results.


[bookmark: _Hlk508621227]The results of halogen screening on incoming used oil was not always being recorded.





6. 62-710.600(2)(b)4 F.A.C.: Annual Training


No records for annual used oil management training were located for 2017, although records for other related training elements were being maintained.





7. 62-762 F.A.C.:: Failure to register frac tanks used as stationary above ground tanks.


Two, 20,000 gallon frac tanks have been used for more than 180 days without moving and are not registered.  Mobile tanks are not exempt from Florida’s tanks program regulations if they are not moved to a different location at least once every 180 days.  The facility may choose to comply with the mobile tank exemption by changing out the tanks in containment periodically. The company has additional tanks on site for use in holding oily waste water.















Total Penalty Proposal: 	$24,557.00





The District has calculated a civil penalty of $24,057.00, plus $500.00 in Department costs for this case in accordance with the attached penalty calculation work sheets.  The penalty amount includes $10,557 in estimated economic benefit for avoided costs for installation of secondary containment and one year of training.  In addition, delayed costs for submittal of the revised permit application were also estimated.





As the total penalty proposed is more than $10,000, the District is requesting Division review.





Why issuance of a Warning Letter is appropriate:





· Due to the number of repeat violations within the past five years at a permitted facility, enforcement is warranted.





cc:	Glen Perrigan, Division of Waste Management, Compliance Assistance
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[bookmark: _GoBack]PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET (non RCRA penalties)





Violator's Name:     Universal Environmental Solutions	





Identify Violator's Facility:     FLR000199802 	





Name of Department Staff Responsible for the Penalty Computations:   Elizabeth Knauss 	





Warning Letter #:    WL18-33HW29SWD ______________________	Date: _  6/5/18________                 





			


			Violation


			Manual


			Potential


			Extent 


			Matrix


			Adjustment


			Total





			


			Type


			Guide


			for Harm


			of Deviation


			Range


			Econ Ben.


			





			1.


			279.54(c) – no secondary containment


			UW 101


			Moderate


			Major


			$4,599-$3,200


			$9,900


			$4,500





			2.


			279.54(f)(1) – labels


			UO 146


			Moderate


			Major


			$4,599-$3,200


			


			$3,500





			3.


			62-710.800(3) – no permit modification


			UO 88


			Moderate


			Major


			$4,599-$3,200


			$360


			$3,500





			4.


			279.52(b)(4)(iii) – outdated contingency plan


			UO 113


			Minor


			Moderate


			$500


			


			$500





			5.


			279.57(a)(2)(i)- incomplete halogen check records


			UO 161


			Minor


			Minor


			$500


			


			$500





			6.


			62-710.600(2)(b) - training


			UO 61


			Minor


			Moderate


			$500


			$297


			$500





			7.


			62-762.401 – tank registration


			TK matrix


			Minor


			Minor


			$500


			


			$500





			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			SUB-TOTALS


			


			$10,557


			$13,500





			


			


			


			$24,057





			DEPARTMENT COSTS 


			


			


			$500











Total Penalties Including Department Costs: 	  	             $ 24,557.00








		________________________________                                        ___________________


		Mary E. Yeargan, P.G.						Date


		Southwest District Director          


		Florida Department of Environmental Protection 





		Peer Reviewed by Division: Yes (   )   No (   )  





		__________________________________________       ___________________


		Mike Halpin.						Date


		Assistant Deputy Secretary          


		Florida Department of Environmental Protection 






WORKSHEET
RANKING SYSTEM FOR HARM DETERMINATION








Violator's Name:     Universal Environmental Solutions							





Identify Violator's Facility:     FLR000199802 								








			


			Violation


			Description


			Nature of Waste


			Amount of Waste


			Release


			Exposure


			Threats


			Total





			1


			279.54(c)


			No Secondary containment


			3


			8


			0


			2


			


			13





			2.


			279.54(f)


			Frac tank labeling


			3


			8


			0


			2


			


			13





			3.


			62-710.800(3)


			Permit modification


			3


			8


			0


			2


			


			13





			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			











			Harm Ranking Tool





			Nature of Waste


			Score





			     High Hazard (acutely toxic or reactive)


			6





			     Other HW/Universal Waste


			4





			     Used Oil


			3





			     Used Oil Filters


			2





			Waste Volume





			     > 5,000 kg (25 drums) of waste


			8





			     1,000 to 5,000 kg (5 to 25 drums) of waste or > 2.2 lb. of acute HW


			5





			     >100 to 1,000 kg (5 drums) of waste or < 2.2 lb. acute HW


			2





			     < 100 kg/ <25 gal of waste


			1





			Discharge





			     Discharge to Surface Water or Off Site Discharge


			12





			     Discharge to Ground Water


			10





			     Discharge to Soil


			8





			     Discharge to air or impervious surface / containment


			6





			     Discharge - De Minimus / Cleanup per 62-780 completed


			2





			     No Discharge


			0





			Potential Exposures





			     >1,000 people


			4





			     101 - 1,000 people


			3





			     10 - 100 people


			2





			     <10 people


			1





			Additional Threat Factors (select all that apply - use if no discharge observed)





			1. Fire or Explosion Risk           (use a sliding scale depending on severity)


			0-4





			2. Incompatible Waste Storage


			0-4





			3. Risk of Employee Exposure above PELs


			0-4





			4. Container Integrity


			0-4





			5. Inadequate Provisions for Detecting and Preventing Releases


			0-4





			                                             Harm Rankings     





			SUBSTANTIAL (Major)


			Above 20





			SIGNIFICANT (Moderate)


			13-20





			MINIMAL (Minot)


			Under 13












ECONOMIC BENEFIT WORKSHEET








FACILITY NAME:     Universal Environmental Solutions			  Date:   06/05/2018  _____





EPA ID No.:     FLR000199802	    	Case #:      	_________________








1 Violation: 279.54(c) Storage of used oil in a frac tank without secondary containment





Avoided Costs = installation of an engineered 20,000 gallon capacity secondary containment structure, with epoxy sealant -    Estimated $15,000 





Delayed Costs = n/a at this time.  If Universal decides to expand capacity, avoided costs may become delayed.





EB = Avoided Costs (1-C) + Delayed Costs (T) = $15,000 x .66 = $9,900.00








2. Violation: 62-710.800(3) FAC  Failure to apply to modify the facility permit for additional capacity and installation of containment for four frac tanks.





Avoided Costs = none at this time





Delayed Costs = Application fee, permit application with engineering calculations and drawings





$2,000 plus Estimated Engineering costs of $10,000 = $12,000.00





EB = AC + $12,000 x .03 = $360.00








3. Violation: 62-710.600(2)(b) F.A.C. -  Used Oil training was incomplete in 2017








Avoided Costs = training conducted in-house, estimated staff time 2 hours for 15 employees at estimated $15.00/hr





Delayed Costs = none








EB = 		$450 x .66 = $297.00











4. Violation:62-762.401 – Tank Registration





Economic Benefit is not applicable, as the violation resulted from failure to relocate mobile tanks every 180 days.








C = Current Corporate Tax Rate = .34  (2017 values)





T = IRS Interest Rate = 3% per year
















Warning Letter Peer Review Checklist 
Hazardous Waste 



Ver. 2_26_13 



Facility Name: Universal Environmental Solutions - Tampa 
EPA ID #: FLR000199802 
Peer Review Conducted By: Janet Ashwood  
Date: 6/12/18 
        YES NO Notes 
  



FORMAL OR INFORMAL RESPONSE 
 



   



 If the facility is a first time violator, did the facility know or 
have reason to know actions were illegal? 



      N/A 



 If the facility is a first time violator, did the facility refuse to 
correct the problems? 



  N/A 



 If the facility is a first time violator, did the violations result in 
harm to public health or the environment? 



  N/A 



 If the violations caused no actual harm to human health or the 
environment this time, did one or more violations create a 
situation where a significant potential threat to human health 
(including workers at the facility) or the environment 
occurred? 



 X  



 Did the violations deviate substantially from the terms of a 
permit, order, agreement, or from RCRA statutory or 
regulatory requirements? 



X   



 If the facility has received a CAV/CEI from DEP in the past, 
were the new violations similar to issues identified in the 
previous inspection. 



X   



 If the facility has been notified of their waste management 
responsibilities and provided compliance assistance by the 
county SQG program (per 403.7234), should the violations 
have been avoided? 



 X  



 Does the facility have a history of recalcitrant or non 
compliant behavior? 



 X  



 Would taking an enforcement action in this situation enhance 
consistent application and statewide consistency? 



X   



 If the violations facilitated an apparent economic benefit for 
the facility, will enforcement eliminate economic benefits 
gained by non compliance? 



X   



 Will enforcement provide a financial disincentive to 
discourage future violations not only for the violator but also 
by others contemplating similar activities? 



X   



 Did the facility not adequately address all violations within 
240 days? 



 X Some violations 
were corrected at 
inspection 



 Was the facility identified as a Significant Non Complier 
(SNC) in data? 



X   



 













DRAFT
Hazardous Waste Inspection Report



Florida Department of



Environmental Protection



FACILITY INFORMATION:



Facility Name: Universal Environmental Solutions LLC



On-Site Inspection Start Date: 03/16/2018 On-Site Inspection End Date: 03/21/2018



ME ID#: 108745 EPA ID#: FLR000199802



Facility Street Address: 1650 Hemlock St, Tampa, FL 33605-6602



Contact Mailing Address: 1650 Hemlock St, Tampa, FL 33605



County Name: Hillsborough Contact Phone: (813) 241-9206



NOTIFIED AS:



CESQG (<100 kg/month)



Transporter



Used Oil



INSPECTION TYPE:
Routine Inspection for Used Oil Processor facility



INSPECTION PARTICIPANTS:



Principal Inspector: Elizabeth Knauss, Environmental Consultant



Other Participants: Leslie Pedigo, ES III; Ed Kinley, President; Chad Jocelyn, Plant Operations Manager;
Bryan Russell, Marine Side Manager; Kevin Corchado, Supervisor



LATITUDE / LONGITUDE:



SIC CODE:



TYPE OF OWNERSHIP:



Lat 27° 56' 17.0326" / Long 82° 26' 28.1097"



4212 - Trans. & utilities - local trucking, without storage



Private



Universal Environmental Solutions, LLC is a used oil processor and waste water pretreatment facility primarily
focused on managing waste from ship bilge and tank cleaning. The facility also transports oily waste
generated off site to the facility, and accepts waste from other used oil transporters.  The facility has notified
as a hazardous waste transporter, however it is not actively soliciting this business and has not transported
hazardous waste within the last three years, according to Ed. Kinley, the facility manager.  The facility permit,
330300-HO-001 was issued April 7, 2015 and expires April 7, 2020.  Facility operations have changed since
the previous inspection, however the facility has not applied to modify its permit or increase its storage
capacity. This is discussed further below.



The facility currently has about 20 employees and usually employs two drivers, but one recently resigned.
The facility has water and sewer service provided by the City of Tampa.



Introduction:



Universal occupies Berth 247 at the Port of Tampa, where vessels dock for barge and bilge cleaning services.
Products cleaned from barge tanks include crude oil and shale oil as well as commercial fuels.  At the time of
this inspection, butterworthing equipment was staged on shore next to a barge, and a series of frac tanks
were staged to receive the waste generated from cleaning.  These were connected in series to act as
oil/water separators.  The last tanks in the series were not connected to the end of the pipeline leading to the
waste water treatment unit.  This is normally done by hose. A vacuum truck was connected to the first tank in
the series. The truck pumps were being used to recirculate the tank contents; no waste was being loaded or
unloaded at the time, although oil is transferred to the plant by truck.



Universal has a tank trailer on site that is used to transfer good fuel to the facility or shipyard holding tanks.
The fuel is returned to the ship after service.  The tanker is not certified to operate over the highway and is not



Process Description:
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03/16/2018Inspection Date:



used to store used oil.



Hoses, as well as empty containers and totes were stored under a pole barn next to the maintenance building.
No hazardous waste is generated in the maintenance building, but a 55 gallon drum and several smaller
unlabeled containers were present. The drum was located immediately next to an exterior door, and off the
adjacent containment pallet.



A closed roll off for solid debris was located outside the water plant.  A smaller open roll off within the building
was being used to collect plant trash.  Three roll offs, an open one for scrap metal and two covered C&D
debris roll offs were located east of the pole barn.



A white frac tank holding used oil was staged on the north side of the oil processing plant. Mr. Corchado and
Mr. Josselyn both said that the tank held excess oil from the marine side operations. The tank did not have
secondary containment and was not labeled.  A sample was collected after the inspection.  Transfer of the
material to the treatment plant was not completed until April 12, 2018. The plant also had four labeled frac
tanks within a containment area on the west side of the plant.  This area was designated as the "Frac Tank
Containment Area (future)" on Attachment A to the facility permit.  Mr. Jocelyn said that the northern two frac
tanks are mainly used for oily water, and the southern two are used for materials containing more used oil.
The southernmost tank is used to hold oil to be shipped off site. Spilled used oil and water were observed in
the collection trench.



Open, unlabeled catch pans for used oil spills and drippage from pumps, hoses and valves were staged in the
containment area.  It is recommended that these be labeled.  A diaphragm pump is used to pump material
into an open screen filter box.  Drums to collect screened solids were next to each box.  A larger portable
diesel  pump was located between the frac tanks and plant.  There was oil staining on the pavement and
pumps. The secondary containment is supposed to be pumped free of spillage at least once per operating
day, according to Mr. Kinley. The frac tanks, containment area and processing equipment were not included
in the facility permit. In addition, the additional volume is not included with the most recent financial assurance
documents filed with the Department.  The units are not included in the facility's SPCC plan. The SPCC plan
is not consistent with the permit in regard to the tank numbering system or volumes.



Equipment has also been added within the oil plant operation containment area since the previous inspection,
to include additional wastewater treatment capacity for molybdenum removal to meet pretreatment standards.
Waste water from the plant is further treated in the water side operation equipment inside the treatment plant
building.  Treated waste water is discharged to the City of Tampa’s Howard Curran treatment plant. The white
10,000 gallon tank labeled "used oil" within the containment that was previously used to hold processed oil
now holds batches of waste water after molybdenum treatment.



Records were reviewed the second day of the inspection. It was noted that halogen check records were not
always recorded.   Another issue was noted with respect to analyses of sludge shipped as solid waste.  An
analysis dated 4/27/17 by Advanced Environmental (Sample ID T1706149001) on a sample identified as Tank
#1 sludge had a benzene concentration of 0.95 mg/l TCLP.  The material was shipped on 12/21/17 as non
hazardous after a re-analysis.  After some initial discussions, it was clarified that the first sample had come
from a tank within the treatment plant, and the waste was not removed until additional processing rendered
the sludge non-hazardous.



Universal does not claim that any oil meets the specification.  Outgoing oil is checked for flash point, halogen
content and water content only.  In 2017, oil was transferred to A&D Environmental Services and to Oil
Recovery, GAR000054460.  Oil transport records included the required information.  Inspection records were
up to date.  Personnel training on Florida's used oil management  requirements was not up to date for some
staff, although elements such as HAZWOPER and confined space entry were  documented.  Training updates
were completed by April 4, 2018.



New Potential Violations and Areas of Concern:



Violations
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03/16/2018Inspection Date:



Type: Violation



Rule: 279.54(c)



Explanation: Used oil was being stored in a white frac tank that was not provided with secondary
containment.  A used oil container in the maintenance building was not stored on the
adjacent containment pallet. (corrected)



Corrective Action: Ensure that used oil is only stored in containers or tanks that are provided with
secondary containment.



Type: Violation



Rule: 279.54(f)(1)



Explanation: A white frac tank  and several drip collection containers storing used oil were not labeled
with the words "used oil." (corrected)



Corrective Action: Ensure that all used oil tanks and containers at the facility are labeled with the words
"used oil."



Type: Violation



Rule: 62-710.800(3)



Explanation: UES has substantially modified the facility by adding storage capacity, a new
containment area and processing equipment without applying for a permit modification.



Corrective Action: Submit an application for an after-the-fact permit modification, with the appropriate
application fee and updated closure cost estimates to the Department within 30 days.



Type: Violation



Rule: 279.52(b)(4)(iii)



Explanation: Failure to amend the facility contingency plan to reflect changes in its design and
operation.



Corrective Action: Submit a copy of a revised facility contingency plan to the Department within 30 days.
Distribute the revised plan to local authorities in accordance with 40 CFR
279.52(b)(3)(ii).



Type: Violation



Rule: 279.57(a)(2)(i)



Explanation: Results of halogen screening were not being consistently recorded in the facility
operating record.



Corrective Action: Ensure that a written record is maintained of the halogen screening for all used oil
transported by or accepted by the facility.



Type: Violation



Rule: 62-710.600(2)(b)4



Explanation: Failure to conduct annual used oil training for some  employees in 2017. (corrected)



Corrective Action: Ensure that the used oil training program includes an annual refresher in Florida's used
oil management requirements.
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Universal Environmental Solutions was not in compliance with used oil processor regulations at the time of
the inspection.



Conclusion:
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6.0 - Transporters Checklist



Requirements:



The requirements listed in this section provide an opportunity for the Department's inspector to indicate the
conditions found at the time of the inspection. A "Not Ok" response to a requirement indicates either a
potential violation of the corresponding rule or an area of concern that requires more attention. Both potential
violations and areas of concern are discussed further at the end of this inspection report.



Note: Checklist items with shaded boxes are for informational purposes only.



Item
No. Transporter Requirements (62-730.170 & 40 CFR 263) Yes No N/A



6.1 Has the transporter notified the Department as a transporter and received an EPA identification
number? 62-730.150(2)(a), 263.11(a)



6.2 Does the transporter repackage wastes with different USDOT shipping descriptions?



6.3 If YES, does the transporter comply with 40 CFR 262 Generator Standards? 263.10(c)



6.4 Does the transporter transport waste into the US from abroad?



6.5 If YES, does the transporter comply with 40 CFR 262 Generator Standards? 263.10(c)



6.6 Does the transporter obtain a signed and dated manifest prior to accepting a hazardous waste for
transport?



6.7 If NO, is the waste exempt from the manifest requirement? 263.20(a)(1)



Exemption Type - Tolling Agreement



Exemption Type - CESQG Bill-of-Lading



6.8 Does the transporter sign and date the manifest upon acceptance? 263.20(b)



6.9 Does the transporter leave a signed copy of the manifest acknowledging acceptance of the waste?
263.20(b)



6.10 Does the transporter ensure the manifest and, in the case of exports the Acknowledgment of
Consent, accompany the waste during transport? 263.20(c)



6.11 Does the transporter obtain the signature and date of delivery of the receiving (designated) facility or
other transporter upon transferring custody of the waste? 263.20(d)(1)



6.12 Does the transporter retain one copy of the manifest signed and dated by the designated facility or
other transporter? 263.20(d)(2)



6.13 Does the transporter give the remaining copies of the manifest to the designated facility or accepting
transporter? 263.20(d)(3)



6.14 If the entire quantity of hazardous waste cannot be delivered, does the transporter contact the
generator for further direction and revise the manifest in accordance with the generator's
instructions? 263.21(b)(1)



6.15 For a partial load rejection, while the transporter is on the facility's premises, does the transporter
obtain a new manifest for the rejected material, accompanied by a copy of the original manifest that
includes the manifest tracking number of the new manifest? 263.21(b)(2)



6.16 Does the transporter retain a copy of the manifest signed by the generator, himself, and the next
designated transporter or designated facility for a period of three years from the date the hazardous
waste was accepted by the initial transporter? 263.22(a)



Item
No. Rail Transporters Yes No N/A



6.17 If initial rail transporter, when accepting hazardous waste from a non-rail transporter does the rail
transporter sign and date the manifest acknowledging receipt of the hazardous waste? 263.20(f)(1)(i)



6.18 If initial rail transporter, does the rail transporter return a signed copy of the manifest to the non-rail
transporter? 263.20(f)(1)(ii)



6.19 If initial rail transporter, does the rail transporter forward at least three copies of the manifest to the
next designated non-rail transporter or facility? 263.20(f)(1)(iii)



6.20 If initial rail transporter, does the rail transporter retain one copy of the manifest and rail shipping
paper? 263.20(f)(1)(iv)



6.21 Does the rail transporter ensure the shipping paper and, in the case of exports the Acknowledgment
of Consent, accompany the waste during transport? 263.20(f)(2)



6.22 Does the final rail transporter obtain the date of delivery and handwritten signature of the designated
facility on the manifest or shipping paper? 263.20(f)(3)(i)



6.23 Does the final rail transporter retain a copy of the manifest or signed shipping paper? 263.20(f)(3)(ii)



6.24 When delivering hazardous waste to a non-rail transporter, does the rail transporter obtain the date
of delivery and handwritten signature of the next non-rail transporter on the manifest and retain one
copy of the manifest? 263.20(f)(4)
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Item
No. Water (Bulk) Transporters Yes No N/A



6.25 Does the water (bulk) transporter obtain the date of delivery and handwritten signature of the
designated facility on the manifest or shipping paper? 263.20(e)(3)



6.26 Does the water (bulk) transporter retain a copy of the manifest or signed shipping paper?
263.20(e)(5)



Item
No. SQG Waste Yes No N/A



6.27 For SQG waste, if a manifest is not used is the waste being transported pursuant to a recalmation
(tolling) agreement per 262.20(e)? 263.20(h)(1)



6.28 Is the following information recorded on a log or shipping paper for each shipment? (Check items
below that are NOT in compliance): 263.20(h)(2)



Name, address, and EPA identification number of the generator of the waste



Quantity of waste accepted



All DOT-required shipping information



The date the waste is accepted



6.29 Does the transporter carry the shipping paper/log when transporting waste to the reclamation
facility? 263.20(h)(3)



6.30 Does the transporter retain shipping papers/logs for a period of at least three years after termination
or expiration of the tolling agreement? 263.20(h)(4)



6.31 If hazardous waste was discharged during transport, did the transporter give notice, if required by 49
CFR 171.15, to the National Response Center (800-424-8802)? 263.30(c)(1)



6.32 If hazardous waste was discharged during transport, did the transporter report in writing as required
by 49 CFR 171.16 to the Director, Office of Hazardous Materials Regulations, Materials
Transportation Bureau, Department of Transportation, Washington, DC 20590? 263.30(c)(2)



6.33 If hazardous waste was discharged during transport, did the transporter clean up the discharge so
that it no longer presents a hazard to human health or the environment? 263.31



6.34 Has the transporter demonstrated the financial responsibility required under 62-730.150(2)? 62-
730.150(2)



6.35 Does the transporter verify the evidence of financial responsibility annually? 62-730.150(3)
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Signed:



A hazardous waste compliance inspection was conducted on this date, to determine your facility's
compliance with applicable portions of Chapters 403 & 376, F.S., and Chapters 62-710, 62-730, 62-737, &
62 -740 Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). Portions of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency's Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) 260 - 279 have been adopted by reference in the
state rules under Chapters 62-730 and 62-710, F.A.C.



Elizabeth Knauss
Principal Inspector Name



Principal Inspector Signature



Environmental Consultant
Principal Inspector Title



Date
FDEP - SWD
Organization



Leslie Pedigo
Inspector Name



ES III
Inspector Title



FDEP - SWD
Organization



Ed Kinley
Representative Name



President
Representative Title



Universal Environmental
Organization



NOTE: By signing this document, the Site Representative only acknowledges receipt of this Inspection
Report and is not admitting to the accuracy of any of the items identified by the Department as "Potential
Violations" or areas of concern.



Kevin Corchado
Representative Name



Supervisor
Representative Title



Universal Environmental
Organization



NOTE: By signing this document, the Site Representative only acknowledges receipt of this Inspection
Report and is not admitting to the accuracy of any of the items identified by the Department as "Potential
Violations" or areas of concern.



Chad Jocelyn
Representative Name



Plant Operations Manager
Representative Title



Universal Environmental
Organization



NOTE: By signing this document, the Site Representative only acknowledges receipt of this Inspection
Report and is not admitting to the accuracy of any of the items identified by the Department as "Potential
Violations" or areas of concern.
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Signed:



A hazardous waste compliance inspection was conducted on this date, to determine your facility's
compliance with applicable portions of Chapters 403 & 376, F.S., and Chapters 62-710, 62-730, 62-737, &
62 -740 Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). Portions of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency's Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.) 260 - 279 have been adopted by reference in the
state rules under Chapters 62-730 and 62-710, F.A.C.



Bryan Russell
Representative Name



Marine Side Manager
Representative Title



Universal Environmental
Organization



NOTE: By signing this document, the Site Representative only acknowledges receipt of this Inspection
Report and is not admitting to the accuracy of any of the items identified by the Department as "Potential
Violations" or areas of concern.



Report Approvers:



Inspection Approval Date:Approver:












From: Kennedy, Shannon 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 3:40 PM
To: Boatwright, Kelley M. <Kelley.M.Boatwright@dep.state.fl.us>
Cc: Knauss, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Knauss@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: RE: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-
33HW29SWD
 


Kelley – Based upon comments and review from Division, the PenCalc & Peer Review
 have been revised to reflect the adjustment to Moderate/Major for the lack of permit
 modification.  The total penalty amount is now under $25,000.   Division has approved
 formal enforcement; however, the Peer Review has not been submitted/approved yet. 
 As we will be proceeding with formal enforcement, if you are agreeable, we would like
 to issue the Warning Letter while we await Divisions Peer Review.  Please advise. 
 Thanks,
 


Shannon Kennedy
Environmental Manager
Florida Department of Environmental
 Protection
Southwest District
13051 North Telecom Parkway, Suite 101
Temple Terrace, FL  33637
Office: 813-470-5789
Fax: 813-470-5995
Shannon.Kennedy@FloridaDEP.gov


 


 
From: Boatwright, Kelley M. 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 1:31 PM
To: Yeargan, Mary <Mary.Yeargan@dep.state.fl.us>
Cc: Kennedy, Shannon <Shannon.Kennedy@dep.state.fl.us>; Knauss, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Knauss@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: FW: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-
33HW29SWD
 
Hi Mary!  Please see the Peer review memo and penalty calculation worksheet plus inspection report at the link below. 
 The penalty is $29,557 with $10,557 in economic benefit.  Please discuss with Mike and one you and he have
 approved, please forward to Glen Perrigan with a copy to Tim Bahr for peer review.  Thanks!
 


From: Kennedy, Shannon 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 10:36 AM
To: Boatwright, Kelley M. <Kelley.M.Boatwright@dep.state.fl.us>
Cc: Knauss, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Knauss@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: FW: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter #WL18-
33HW29SWD
 


Good morning Kelley – the following Warning Letter & Pen Cals are ready for
 your review and further processing.  Division has approved formal enforcement;
 however, the Peer Review has not been submitted/approved yet.  As we will be
 proceeding with formal enforcement, if you are agreeable, we would like to issue
 the Warning Letter while we await Divisions Peer Review.  Please advise.  Thanks,
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Shannon Kennedy
Environmental Manager
Florida Department of Environmental
 Protection
Southwest District
13051 North Telecom Parkway, Suite 101
Temple Terrace, FL  33637
Office: 813-470-5789
Fax: 813-470-5995
Shannon.Kennedy@FloridaDEP.gov


 


 
From: Knauss, Elizabeth 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 10:04 AM
To: Kennedy, Shannon <Shannon.Kennedy@dep.state.fl.us>
Subject: For Review and Signature - Universal Environmental Solutions Warning Letter
 
The warning letter for Universal Environmental Solutions is ready for mailing, if we want to send it to them
 before the Peer Review.  They will need to start the permit application process for their modifications.
 
 
Processor: Shannon Kennedy
 
File/Folder Hyperlink:
 file://floridadep/data/SWD/all_common/Sites/Hillsborough/HW/Universal%20Environmental%20FLR000199802
 
 
Special Instructions to Bizhub: Please attach the inspection report.  Please create a supplemental OCULUS
 index, facility type Registered Hazardous Waste Transporter
 
Email Subject Line: DEPMAIL:   Universal Environmental Solutions LLC - FLR000199802 - Warning Letter
 WL18-33HW29SWD
 
CC’s:
Elizabeth Knauss
 


 
Oculus Info:        
Catalog:  Hazardous Waste
Profile: ENFORCEMENT LEGAL
Facility/Site Id: FLR000199802
Document Type:  WARNING LETTER  
Facility Type:  REGISTERED USED OIL HANDLER (RUOH) 
If Inspection Related:  
Document Subject: WL18-33HW29SWD and report from 3-21-
2018 inspection


 
 
 
 
 
 
Elizabeth Knauss
Environmental Consultant
Southwest District
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Florida Department of Environmental Protection
813/470-5902
 
 





